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Minimize data-management expenses
with an organization-wide disaster
recovery plan
As organizations scale up their production

automate their backup with little to no hassle.
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While unit-level data storage solutions may
temporarily meet the needs of the business,
they do not support effective disaster-recovery,
add heavily to business expenses, and require
more resources than justified. A suitable
alternative in terms of cost and resource
effectiveness would be to manage and monitor
data through a single platform such as IDrive
360.

Monitor organizational cloud-storage
via a centralized management console
The IDrive 360 management console also
offers greater transparency in terms of the
organization’s overall cloud-storage utilization
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single-point reference they need to plan the
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IDrive 360 features for reliable
business recovery

Rapid recovery
Simultaneously run unlimited data restores across business units, and get your business up and
running with a low the Recovery Time Objective (RTO).

File-level recovery
Recover critical business files from entire computer backups with near real-time recovery
objectives, and minimize downtime during disasters.

Encrypted cloud storage
Secure organizational data during backup and on the cloud with 256-bit AES encryption.
Additionally, secure account access with two-factor authentication.

Malware protection
Recover instantly from accidental data deletion and all kinds of malware using point-in-time
recovery from 30 latest versions, without impacting storage quota.

Smart alerts
Effortlessly monitor organization data backups and cloud-storage utilization at all times via the
smart alerts and backup and account notifications.
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Set up organization-level cloud backup and
monitoring in just a few steps
Create a free account
Sign up for a free IDrive 360 account, without using a credit card!

Access the console
Sign in to IDrive 360 and navigate to the centralized management console.

Configure the account
Add all business units and configure users with desired access rights.

Configure all computers
Switch to the centralized backup console and add all computers to the account.

Automate all backups
Group computers under ‘backup plans’ and schedule their backups to the cloud.

Scale cloud storage
Assess organizational cloud-storage requirements and upgrade the account.

Contact details
IDrive 360, 26115, Mureau Road,

Support (Monday to Friday)

Billing and Sales:

Suite A, Calabasas, CA 91302.

Within USA 1-855-815-8706

6:00 AM to 6:00 PM PST

Outside USA 1-818-485-4333

Department Extensions

www.idrive.com/idrive360
support@idrive360.com

Technical Support:
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